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We describe a method based on precision magnetometry that can extend the search for axion-
mediated spin-dependent forces by several orders of magnitude. By combining techniques used
in nuclear magnetic resonance and short-distance tests of gravity, our approach can substantially
improve upon current experimental limits set by astrophysics, and probe deep into the theoretically
interesting regime for the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) axion. Our method is sensitive to PQ axion decay
constants between 109 and 1012 GeV or axion masses between 10−6 and 10−3 eV, independent of
the cosmic axion abundance.
PACS numbers: 14.80.Va,76.60.-k,13.40.Em
Introduction. Axions are CP-odd scalar particles that
are present in a variety of theories beyond the Standard
Model. Their mass is protected by shift symmetries so
they remain naturally light and their couplings to mat-
ter are very suppressed. In string theory in particular,
they naturally arise in compactifications with non-trivial
topology [1, 2]. The mass of string axions exponentially
depends on the parameters of the theory, and can be as
small as the Hubble scale. The most famous axion is the
Peccei-Quinn (PQ) axion [3] whose presence explains the
smallness of the neutron’s electric dipole moment and has
been the main focus of experimental searches since it was
proposed over 30 years ago. Its mass is generated by non-
perturbative QCD effects. If lighter than 10−5 eV, the
PQ axion becomes an excellent dark matter candidate. In
laboratory experiments, axions can generate novel spin-
dependent short-range forces between matter objects [4].
In this paper, we propose a magnetometry experi-
ment based on nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) that
searches for axion mediated CP-violating forces with a
range between ∼ 100 µm and ∼ 10 cm or axion masses
between ∼ 10−6 eV and ∼ 10−3 eV. Our proposal is
based on the resonant coupling between the rotational
frequency of a source mass and an NMR sample with a
matching spin precession frequency. Similar techniques
involving resonant excitation are used in short-distance
gravity experiments [5–7]. In the presence of an anoma-
lous CP-violating interaction between the source mass
and the NMR detector, the spins in the NMR mate-
rial resonantly precess off the axis of polarization. This
change in the magnetization can be read by a supercon-
ducting quantum interference device (SQUID).
There are already several methods based on preci-
sion magnetometry to look for such spin-dependent short
range forces, see for example [8–10] (for a summary of re-
cent results see Ref. [11]). In previous experiments, shifts
of the spin-precession frequency are observed as matter
objects are brought into and out of proximity with a
sample. Our setup is different from previous approaches
as the detection technique is based on a resonant effect,
where the source mass itself is moved periodically at the
Larmor frequency in order to drive spin precession in the
NMR medium. This helps reduce several systematics and
at the same time takes advantage of the enhancement of
the signal due to the high spin density of the NMR ma-
terial (∼ 1021 cm−3) and the quality factor of the NMR
sample which can be as high as 106.
In the following, we show how the proposed setup can
probe both the monopole-dipole and the dipole-dipole
coupling of axions at a level that is competitive with as-
trophysical bounds. The experiment can eventually be
up to 8 orders of magnitude more sensitive than current
approaches and can bridge the gap between astrophysical
bounds and cosmic PQ axion searches [12, 13], without
requiring that the axion is dark matter or the need to
precisely scan over its mass.
Axion-mediated forces. The interaction energy be-
tween particles due to monopole-dipole axion exchange
as a function of the distance r is:
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h¯2gsgp
8pimf
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where mf is the fermion mass, or in the case of dipole-
dipole axion exchange:
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The range of interaction is set by the mass of the axion
λa =
h¯c
ma
. It is convenient to write interactions that
involve spins (i.e. dipoles) using the axion potential
− ~∇Va(r) · σˆ2, (3)
where Vas(r) =
h¯2gsgp
8pimf
e
− r
λa
r , for monopole-dipole inter-
actions, or Vap(r) =
h¯3c
16pi
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λa ,
if an axion can be exchanged between two spins. For the
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2PQ axion gs and gp are directly correlated to the axion
mass as they are fixed by the axion decay constant fa:
6× 10−27
(
109 GeV
fa
)
<∼ gs <∼ 10−21
(
109 GeV
fa
)
, (4)
gp =
Cfmf
fa
= Cf10
−9 ( mf
1 GeV
) (
109 GeV
fa
)
, and (5)
ma = 6× 10−3eV 109 GeVfa . (6)
The scalar coupling of the PQ axion is indirectly con-
strained by EDM searches and the lower bound is set by
the amount of CP violation in the Standard Model [14].
There are large uncertainties in the QCD matrix elements
involved in the calculations of this coupling and further
study is required through lattice simulations. In the PQ
axion coupling to spin, Cf is a model dependent constant
typically expected to be O(1) [15] and in what follows we
assume Cf = 1 for simplicity. The axion decay constant
is constrained to be 109 GeV <∼ fa <∼ 1017 GeV. Both
these bounds on fa are set by astrophysics; the lower
bound comes from red giant cooling and SN1987a, while
the lesser known upper bound on fa arises because the
wavelength of a large fa PQ axion is of order the size of
stellar mass black holes. If such an axion existed it would
have caused these black holes to spin down through the
superradiance effect [2, 16]. They are thus excluded by
the observation of several near extremal black holes.
Eq. 3 shows that the axion generated potential by an
unpolarized or polarized mass acts on a nearby fermion
just like an effective magnetic field of size and direction
given by ~Beff =
2~∇Va(r)
h¯γf
, where γf is the fermion gyro-
magnetic ratio. This field is different from an ordinary
EM field – it couples to the spin of the particle, is inde-
pendent of the fermion’s magnetic moment, and different
for nucleons and electrons. It also does not couple to or-
dinary angular momentum. Therefore, it crucially is not
screened by magnetic shielding.
Experimental Setup. Our proposed setup is schemati-
cally drawn in Fig. 1. A quartz vessel containing hyper-
polarized 3He gas is placed next to a segmented cylinder
that acts as a source mass. The cylinder consists of either
high density unpolarized material (e.g. tungsten) or ma-
terial with a net electron or nuclear spin polarization, and
is rotated around its axis of symmetry with a frequency
ωrot. To screen background electromagnetic fields, a su-
perconducting niobium cylindrical shell is placed between
the cylinder and 3He sample. The use of superconduc-
tors eliminates the magnetic field noise associated with
Johnson noise near the surface of conducting materials
[17]. An axion with a Compton wavelength smaller than
R will generate a potential a distance r from the surface
of the cylinder given by Vas(r) = h¯
2 gsgpN
2mN
λ2anNe
− rλa , if
the axion has a monopole coupling to nucleons, where
mN and nN are the nucleon mass and density of the ma-
terial, respectively. If the axion has a dipole coupling
to nucleons or to electrons and the polarization of the
FIG. 1: A source mass consisting of a segmented cylinder
with n sections is rotated around its axis of symmetry at a
fixed frequency ωrot, which results in a resonance between
the frequency ω = nωrot at which the segments pass near the
sample and the resonant frequency 2~µN · ~Bext/h¯ of the NMR
sample. The NMR sample has an oblate spheroidal geometry
to minimize magnetic gradients while allowing close proximity
to the mass. Superconducting cylinders screen the setup from
the environment and the NMR sample from the source mass.
source mass is perpendicular to the axis of rotation, then
Vap(r) = h¯
3c
gpf gpN
4mfmN
λanse
− rλa . Here ns is the polarized
spin density in the material.
A spin polarized nucleus near this rotating segmented
cylinder will feel an effective magnetic field Beff =
1
h¯γN
∇Va(r)(1 + cos(nωrott)), where γN is the nuclear gy-
romagnetic ratio and n is the number of segments. Here
we assume the NMR sample thickness is of order the ax-
ion Compton wavelength. This effective magnetic field is
parallel to the radius of the cylinder. An NMR sample
with net polarization parallel to the axis of the cylinder
and a Larmor frequency 2~µN · ~Bext/h¯ = ω determined by
an axial field Bext will develop a magnetization perpen-
dicular to its polarization of magnitude:
M(t) ≈ h¯
2
nspµNγNBefft cos(ωt), (7)
where p is the polarization fraction and µN is the nuclear
magnetic moment. This polarization grows linearly with
time until t ∼ T2 where T2 is the transverse relaxation
time of the sample. M(t) can be detected by a SQUID
magnetometer with its pickup coil axis oriented radially.
The main fundamental limitation comes from trans-
verse projection noise in the sample itself
√
M2N =√
h¯γnµ3HeT2
2V and the minimum transverse magnetic reso-
nant field this setup is sensitive to is given by:
Bmin ≈ p−1
√
2h¯
nsµ3HeγV T2
= 10−20
T√
Hz
× (8)
(
1
p
)(
1 cm3
V
)1/2(
1021 cm−3
ns
)1/2(
1000 sec
T2
)1/2
.
Here V is the sample volume, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio
for 3He = (2pi) × 32.4 MHz/T, and µ3He = −2.12 × µn
3is the 3He nuclear moment [18], where µn is the nuclear
Bohr magneton. The equation above shows where the
tremendous boost in sensitivity lies. First, the resonant
enhancement of the signal gives rise to an increase of sen-
sitivity because of an effective quality factor of the sam-
ple Q = ωT2, and second there is a boost by the large
number of nuclei, nsV that are simultaneously being ob-
served. We choose 3He because it has a fundamentally
long coherence time (T2 ≈ 1000 sec for the liquid state)
and polarization of order unity has already been achieved
with optical pumping techniques [19].
Monopole-Dipole Axion Exchange. For concreteness,
we consider a tungsten cylindrical shell of length 1 cm,
thickness 4 mm, and outer diameter 3.8 cm divided into
20 sections of length 6 mm. The radius of each section is
modulated by approximately 200 µm in order to generate
a time-varying potential at frequency ω = 10 ωrot, due to
the difference in the axion-mediated interaction as each
section passes by the sensor. The rotation of the cylinder
can be accomplished by an in-vacuum piezoelectric trans-
ducer [20]. Alternatively, higher rotational speeds may
be possible by using a low-friction rotary feedthru [21]
attached to an external driving motor. The rotational
frequency of the cylinder can be chosen to be significantly
lower than the frequency with which the axion potential
is modulated. This decouples mechanical vibration from
the effects of the modulated axion potential.
The 3He sample is contained in a quartz oblate
spheroidal enclosure of internal diameters 3 mm × 3 mm
× 150 µm. The minimum magnetic field that can be
detected with this sample is Bmin = 3 × 10−19 T√Hz for
T2 = 1000 s. To allow close proximity of the source mass
and detector, we assume a stretched 1 cm× 1 cm niobium
foil screen of thickness 25 µm covers a cutaway region of
the Niobium shell between the mass and sample. The 3He
vessel has wall thickness 50 µm and is rigidly attached
to the superconducting cylindrical shell, to minimize rel-
ative motion between the sample and shield. We assume
a 50 µm gap between the shield and rotating cylinder.
The entire NMR sample region and source mass cylin-
der are housed in a liquid Helium cryostat. We imagine
an outer superconducting shield enclosing the apparatus
screens stray background magnetic fields. We assume the
rotational driving mechanism is thermally shielded and
heated to operate at room temperature. If ωrot/2pi = 10
Hz and ω/2pi is 100 Hz, then the net Bext needed at the
sample is of order 30 mG. Bext is the sum of the internal
magnetic field of the sample, which is roughly 0.2 Gauss
for 2×1021 cm−3 density of 3He, and a field generated by
a persistent current in superconducting coils. In such a
background field, we expect the SQUID can operate near
its optimal sensitivity of 1.5 fT/
√
Hz.
In Fig. 2 we present the reach of the setup assuming
a total integration time of 106 sec for a monopole-dipole
axion mediated interaction for both T2 = 1 s and 1000
s. The limitation is due to noise indicated in Eq. (8),
Source Mass Unpolarized Polarized
W Nucleon Density 184× (6.4 × 1022) cm−3
Xe Spin Density 2× 1022cm−3
Fe Spin Density 8× 1022cm−3
NMR Sample Setup in this paper Projected
V (λa > 1mm) (3mm)
2 × 150µm 102cm2 × λa
(λa < 1mm) same 10
4λ2a × λa
T2 1 − 1000 sec 1000 sec
p 1 1
ns 2 × 1021cm−3 2 × 1022cm−3
SQUID (λa < 0.1mm) 1.5
fT√
Hz
0.15 fT√
Hz
(
1 cm2
104λ2a
)
(λa > 0.1mm) same 0.15
fT√
Hz
TABLE I: Summary of experimental parameters for the
source mass and the NMR sample in the experimental setup
described in the text and the ultimate projected sensitivity of
the setup used in our estimates shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
which lies significantly above the SQUID sensitivity. We
also include a future projection of ultimate limits by scal-
ing the size of the apparatus and increasing the sample
density to that of liquid 3He. In this case, we divide our
projection into two regions depending on the axion in-
teraction range. For axions with Compton wavelength
smaller than 1 mm we assume that the sample area can-
not be larger than 104×λ2a, while it is fixed to 100 cm2 for
lighter axions. The experimental parameters are summa-
rized in Table I. Finally, we draw curves for the PQ axion
parameter space assuming Cf = 1 as well as the current
astrophysical and experimental bounds or a combination
thereof [11]. Not only does the proposed setup compete
with astrophysical bounds, but it probes a large part of
the axion parameter space in the traditional axion win-
dow of fa between 10
9 and 1012 GeV, which corresponds
to axion wavelengths between ∼ 30µm and 3 cm.
In order for the full sample to remain on resonance,
gradients across the sample need to be controlled at the
level of ∼ 10−11
(
1000 sec
T2
)
T. In this case, the rotation
rate of the driven cylinder must also be controlled at
1 mHz to take advantage of the full Q. This level of
control has been demonstrated for PZT driven actuators
[5]. The spheroidal shape of the sample suppresses mag-
netic gradients due to the magnetized gas itself. How-
ever, gradients can be produced due to image currents
arising from the Meissner effect in the superconducting
shield. To minimize the effects of gradients, we assume
that the 3He vessel has an extended length of 1 cm along
the polarized (z-) direction, while the active region of the
sample remains 3 mm in size. Finite element simulations
indicate that the gradient is controlled in this central re-
gion at the level of 5× 10−8 T, which left unchecked will
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FIG. 2: Reach in the coupling vs interaction range plane for
the monopole-dipole axion mediated interactions. The band
bounded by the red (dark) solid line and dashed line denotes
the limit set by transverse magnetization noise of the sam-
ple for the specific setup described in the text, for T2 ranging
from 1 s to 1000 s. The blue (darker) solid line is a future pro-
jection obtained by scaling the setup using parameters chosen
in Table 1. The blue (darker) dot-dashed line is the projected
limit set by the SQUID sensitivity. We limit the integration
time in all setups to 106 sec. The shaded band is the pa-
rameter space for the PQ axion with Cf = 1. Additional un-
certainties [14] and model dependence [15] can produce vari-
ations of this axion parameter space. Experimental as well
as combined experimental and astrophysical bounds are also
presented [9, 11].
limit T2 to approximately 1 s for the gas density we con-
sider. A specially engineered superconducting coil setup
can also partially cancel the gradient, allowing extension
of T2 up to 100 s for a 99% compensation. However, diffu-
sion of the gas from the central active region to and from
the surrounding gradient compensation region can also
contribute to decoherence. We can estimate the decoher-
ence due to diffusion as exp [−D(γ∇zB)2 t33 ], where D is
the diffusion constant [22]. Taking D = 1.7×10−3cm2/s,
to diffuse by 3 mm takes approximately 100 s. Thus to
avoid significant mixing between the active sample region
and surrounding region with larger gradients, with a 99%
gradient compensation, the effective T2 is reduced to ap-
proximately 10 s for a sample of the size we consider. In
principle spin-echo techniques could also be employed to
further reduce the effects of gradients, as in Ref. [23].
Vibrations in the apparatus e.g. due to the rotation
mechanism can be a source of magnetic field noise, pri-
marily due to the Meissner currents in the superconduct-
ing shields. If the relative separation between the sam-
ple and the outer superconducting shield δx varies due
to acoustic vibration, the local magnetic field varies by
∂B
∂x δx, where
∂B
∂x is the magnetic field gradient due to
the presence of the image magnetization. As the cylin-
der rotates, we assume some wobble is possible which
occurs primarily at the rotational frequency and lowest
order harmonics. Although the rotational frequency of
the cylinder is taken to be several times (e.g. 10 ×)
smaller than the magnetic resonance frequency, some vi-
bration can in principle be transmitted at this frequency
due e.g. to nonlinearities. Assuming a wobble in the
cylinder at ωrot/2pi = 10 Hz on the order of 10 µm, and
1 percent of this at 100 Hz, we estimate approximately
2 nm of relative motion between the sample and outer
shield. This results in a resonant magnetic field of order
10−22 T. In addition, although we take the quartz vessel
containing the sample to be rigidly attached to the inner
superconducting shield, acoustic vibrations can modulate
the distance between the sample and inner shield and re-
sult in magnetic noise. Assuming an amplitude of shield
vibration of 2 nm, we expect relative motion between the
sample and shield to which it is attached of order 10−17
m. With a gradient of 10−5 T/m, this corresponds to a
field background of ∼ 10−22 T.
There is also a background generated by trapped fluxes
in the superconducting shield. When the shield is cooled
at low fields (< 10−10 T) we estimate trapped fluxes to
be less than 10 cm−2. The thermal noise from a trapped
flux in the vicinity of the sample we estimate [24, 25] to
be 7× 10−20 T√
Hz
(
200 µm
r
)3
where r is the distance from
the flux. Note that the exact properties of fluxes also
depend on the shield construction and the above estimate
is indicative. A 2 nm relative motion between the sample
and the outer shield introduces a coherent background
field of <∼ 10−22 T for a 10 cm−2 flux density.
Even if the source mass is unpolarized there is a back-
ground magnetic field oscillating at the resonant fre-
quency due to the Barnett effect [26]. The differential
field from the Barnett effect as the segments of varying
thickness pass by the detector will be below the 10−14
T level. This background is eliminated once the shield
is placed between the source mass and the NMR sam-
ple with a screening factor > 105. This should be pos-
sible even for thin shielding layers of order tens of mi-
crons, by appropriately choosing the length of the cylin-
drically shaped shield that surrounds the sample and di-
verting stray magnetic fields around the region enclosing
the sample. The sign of the Barnett effect can also be
changed by reversing the rotation. The shield also at-
tenuates magnetic noise due to thermal currents in the
tungsten mass [17], which we estimate at 10−12 T/
√
Hz.
Dipole-Dipole axion exchange. In the case of a spin-
polarized source mass, the source mass itself will generate
(at least 0.1 Gauss) background magnetic fields fluctuat-
ing at the frequency of interest. To minimize this field,
the thickness of the polarized region of the driving mass
can be limited to roughly λa. Improved shielding factors
can be achieved when the source mass is now introduced
in the area of interest after the shield has gone through
the superconducting phase transition. In combination
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FIG. 3: Reach in the coupling vs interaction range plane
for the dipole-dipole mediated interactions between 3He nu-
clei (top) or electrons and 3He nuclei (bottom). The red
(dark) solid and dashed lines denote the limits set by the
source mass described in the text or a liquid 3He sample with
T2 = 1 and 1000 sec, respectively. The ultimate projected
sensitivity is shown with the blue (darker) solid line. Integra-
tion time is set to 106 sec. Also shown is the PQ axion signal
for Cf = 1. The value of Cf in specific models is discussed in
Ref. [15]. Astrophysical and experimental bounds are taken
from Ref. [11].
with the Meissner effect, there is still the danger of lo-
cally producing fields (> 1 T in the case of a ferromagnet)
above the critical field. These fields can be attenuated to
safe levels using a thin (<∼ 50 µm) µ-metal shield layer. In
addition, because of the strong interaction between the
superconducting shield and the polarized source mass,
there will be a force that will distort the shield. In the
case of 200 µm thick iron magnets, this displacement can
be as large as 100 nm for a 100 µm thick shield. For this
reason, we require one more superconducting shield to
be placed between the source mass and the NMR sam-
ple. Shielding will ultimately limit how close the source
mass and the sample can be placed and requires special
consideration when probing sub-200 µm distances. The
ultimate reach of such a setup is estimated in Fig. 3.
Discussion. When looking for dipole-dipole interac-
tions, screening of magnetic fields in excess of 10 Gauss
will be particularly challenging at sub-mm distances.
These limitations mainly arise due to the mechanical sta-
bility requirements of the shield and not the screening
factors needed. Sufficient screening can be achieved by
a long superconducting cylinder surrounding the source
mass that diverts the magnetic flux away from the NMR
sample; magnetic field screening is not limited by the
thickness of the shield [27]. This is only true for AC
measurements such as the one described here– for DC
measurements, the amount of trapped flux has to be con-
trolled to perhaps forbiddingly small levels.
Additional control of systematics is also possible with
the use of more than one detector placed symmetrically
around the superconducting cylinder screening the source
mass, and testing for correlations in their signals. Spe-
cially shaped superconducting shields surrounding the
sample could help reduce gradients due to the Meissner
effect. While at the proposed level of sensitivity we do
not expect to be limited by He collisions with the walls
of the glass vessel [19], the use of a 3He and 4He mixture
could further reduce relaxation effects induced by wall
collisions in the narrow sample container [28].
The method described has the potential to exceed cur-
rent laboratory bounds on spin-dependent short range
forces by several orders of magnitude. The 3He magnetic
moment is dominated by the neutron contribution so it
may be possible to use different NMR material to test the
different combinations of nucleon interactions. Besides
axions, this technique can also be used for light mas-
sive gauge boson searches – the exact parameter space
probed in this case can be extracted from our estimates
of Beff sensitivity. For the case of gauge bosons that
kinetically mix with the photon, we estimate an ulti-
mate reach of ∼ 10−12 in the mixing at the mm range.
Most importantly, this technique is to our knowledge the
best approach so far to probing the PQ axion parameter
space in the traditional axion window of fa between 10
9
and 1012 GeV, bridging the gap between astrophysical
bounds and cosmic axion searches. Eventually even the
more model independent dipole-dipole mediated interac-
tion for the PQ axion may be accessible.
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